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The purpose of this paper is to inform teachers and researchers in
English Edudation of what'we have recently learned concerning oral and -

written language relationships, particularly among adult foreign language

learners. First, the author discusses findings which support the similarity
of first language acquisition and second langu4ge learning. Second, she

reviews research on the concept: of syntactic maturity among.children ac-
quiring English as 'their first language and English-speaking,adults learnz
.ing a foreign language. Third, she discusses a study she conducted
using adult Arabic-speakers who were learning English in the United St'ates.
Results of the stuffy indicate that this group of non-native speakers'tend-

ed to differentiate.English °ran and, written expressive styles in ways

similar to native speakers. This suggests phe possibility of certain

universals in this relationship. Finally; the author dfscusses the impli-

cat this,for teachers.

.
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As a teactier I am.wel1.4.re of the sense Of-Srustration of teachers,

who, unprepared'in the area of.teachihg English as a second language or

dialect, find themselves thrust into.a situation of : with one or

more Of these "non-tradiLional" students in the larlgt. _ artz classroch.

While I recognize our immediate needs for nuts-and-tc...

7 problems, I see an even more important need.--the41,.r_ _or b;-75ic research on

4

ti questions concerning how human beings learn langu_. investigation

'Las,,,,rizs to these

into such questions as the psycholinguistic relat_ ls- p oral

and written language much ofOur classroom methoc. be...

'based on trial-and-errdr. On theother.hand soe ;ge
0



research enables us to re ine our thilory of language learning and language

-2

grdwth and thus to develo more effective teaching methods in this area.

So rather than deal with the nuts-and-bolts issues of classroom teach-
.

ing, I want first to summa ize the research concerning the, relationship4

first and second language learning and that relationship 'specifically in

-terms of how first and second"language
,/,

learntrs grow

.,

in syntactic maturity

For some time it was believed that there'was a fundamental differen e
.°

8

between first an d second language learning, and thus no need to develo a .

.common theory. However, in recent years, several researchers have pointed

°I. out similarities in the two processes. For instance, we know that both

first and,second language learners make use of language transfer in the

sense that they build on previously.acquired knowledge (Erwin-Tripp, 1974).

/

We also see similar use of eongitive processes such as over-generalization

of rules. The toddler who pays "he gbed" forqhe Went" or 4he French

speaker who concludes that if mice is the plural of mouse than blice Is

I. ?-/ the plural ofbloise, indicate threnigh their errors that the ar2 making

certain constructive hypotheses about the way English,yorl in.fact

such hypothesizing IoneCf us 'would eVe,r, learn r

.

'We see a great deal of ev-:.:lence c. this over-generali-

tion'of the target lanc,.-

;English,,for,exmple,

stages regularizing t

he go. ,These same
4w

`structures such as

repositions,- and po..-

child and adul

the -langu

h form, t. rea

t. omit tile 3E)

-0 Ject aim

le
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example, coordinate structures area typically sed in preference'to complex
1

oones, And active voice is preferred over 'Passive. :In non-classrom learning -J
. I r

situations', nnejcan observe the similarity of.)3aththe form and thelunction
I

.
1

of sentences by thoSe who are acquiring a first or second language. So,

,) -
although'the extent to which first and seCondl'arningare relatedis still

argued,that both. involve a systematic and rule-governed development'Land

that learners of 'either their first or second langpage tend, to' employ over-

simplified'grammatical structures is now widely accepted.

Common folk-wisdom also gives us insight into the, similarity of first

and second language acquisition. The way we talk to babies

talk to foreigners is remarkably similar. That is, we use similar struc-
-

tures when we speak to either babies or foreigners, making our adjustments

on the basis of the complexity of the responses'we'receive from the persOn

and the way we

addressed. Characteristic of both of these registers, is ,the notion of

simplicity--uninfledted formi; verbs limited to infinitives, imperative or

third person singular; -and certain omissions:

and articles (Ferguson; 1971).

the verb ,BE, litepositions

P o

Of course, this phenomenon is not limited to English. A few yeais arc

when I was living in. Poland, Polish friendi used to remark
o

hearing me speak my udinflectedversion of their language with its cons-:ic..-

that they enjyeC

uousabsence of ,Certain.constrant clusters.- They said I s _ Jed "chart 177,--

,. A ; '' ,

like's. Tittle Child. More interesting; they had
'

, , , , %

anintui:I sense,

as,we all do, of knowing how to speak in a special register
y

..,..toddler,and the aduit:,foreignerwould findrelativelycompre-ensible.

implies that, at least In terms of foLk,grammars,isPeaker-.1isteners uncOn-
.

:-hich both

scipu7ly acknowledgelcertain similarities between

\T"
learning, regardless of the age 'of the speakers.

O

first and> second language
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ThUS, we/have support for certain similarities between first and

second;i/ lailguage acquisition not only from linguistic analysis of the sturc-

tures these, learners use while the process of learning a language, but
11'

/

also from observation of how we respond to those learners, whether they

,are young children or adults. Although one could look at'similarities in

this relationship between first and second language acquisition in a

number of areas including pronunciation and lexical choice, I want to focUs

here on the concept of syntactic maturity.

Intuitively we realize that some structures are probably more difficult

,than others both for the child acquiring English or for' the person learning

English as a foreign language. Let us take relative dlause Constructions

-as an example. In the early stai=es of language development it is virtudlly

impossible for the child to use a construction:and similarly it is

typically one of the last strucl-u:7_,s mastered by the'foreign learner.

When a two year, four month child was asked to repeat certain adul-_

sentences.containing relative r.:L.,.,,s, he reduced these to his own level
\

of sYntaCtic.matl 71ty. Thus .__-- .-adlt's ''The man who I saw yesterday ;o:
.

1 4

_ saw the man and he got wet." . Sim.1..-Wet" was'- ,imitates by.tne

larly th'e_aduIt's 7'n:_ man sE_,7. yesterday runs fast" was repeated

by the child as a co=dinate :71:=:.L: I saw the man and he run fast."

.As children: grow, 7:he::: 7Itax 7.7.7 =wing from th6 one-word sentence

about the age of yca.: :o --.ropositional sentence at some p:

when we.have learner.. tar; .:uage, never a point of stasis, but

rather a continuizz-F-2oc (Shuy,1979)..

Kellogg Hunt (19 tg: 7.:ed this phenomenon of syntactic marAL

in the writing sal _es c sc. mildren in grades 4, 8 and 12 as well



in the writing of skilled adultS. As a'measure of syntactic maturity,

O

.
Hunt introduced-the "T-unit," consisting of one-main clause,plus any. sub-

.

ordinate clause on nod-clausal structure that is attached to or embedded

in it Thus, in the examples used earlier, the sentence: "The man.who

saw yesterday runs fast" tonsists:Of a single. eight-word T-unit, while,the

child's imitation: "I saw the man and he run fast contains 2 four -word

i- units.

Hunt found that as-students greW older, they tended to write longer
at

T-units. Skilled writers in his, investigation73.3 the tendency eve'?

further by producing lengthier clauses. Thus older subjects tented to Com-,

bine sentences, reducing to words and phrases what younger subjects wouli

-
write as w shole entences. The result was that older subjects packed P

greaer .urn c'

Two yea:

lnves-tic ate:t

)ositions into fewerwords! t_

;-
unes'stUdy,',0!Donnell, Griffin, and NorriS.(1':

Evntactic resources of dhildren in speech and writi:

agaf u T-unit. Like Hunt, O'Donnell found that at trever- z_rade

levct, length of the T-unit increased., Howeveri-T-unit:'

loner _J:r in written expression in grade 3, while longer

.
writ: as and 7. The data suggest that as 'children -progressqin

.

schc am : control their writing -more sorefUllithan their speech, r

has sup?ort inprevious studies of child language develop-.

-ment, Lull (1929) and Harrells(1957).
.

Asec:- important study dealing with oral add writtenlanguagerela7.-

tionships conducted bylialtet Loban. In. 1953 he began to colledt data

for a long:_did9.1 study of to language
wo

development of to group of.kinder,-
.

garten chilren that he followed through-12th grade. Loban's so-called

6



"communication unit" closely resembled' Hunt's T-unit. Both researchers

also ayounted for linguistic tangles, false starts and redundancies termed

vgarbles"-by some researchers and called "mazes".by Loban.

Like Hunt and O'Donnell, Loban agreed that subordination was Proba3ly

an important clue to syntactic development. toban also pointed --cit that

proficient speakers and Writers use a variety c phrasal strILctu:_us and

-other strategies to compress ideas and tp replace denandent zlaus,es with

phrases.

I s immary, studies examining the 09l a-

3r discourse, have resulted in follc-Ang _

,1 texts are approximately six times l_nger
counterparts produced Lin tze same _ength

,o1, texts also tend to have relatively -ore }your ,es,

-aritten discourse contains more adverb' and ac ec le

dative number of words produced imbo-J1 oral end :ritten

urse, in a given time tends to increase with L.: a:1_, and
:±iciency of the school age subject. is t=7:!.:.e of

number of ClauSes, communication units or T-una,ts, and the-
number of words per.. unit.

3) Somewhere between grades 3 and 5 a marke&change seem: to
occur in which written proficiency overtakes Oral :proficiency'
in most subjects.

i

4),.More proficient subjectstend to use expressions zativ

ne6s (conditional, hypothetical, and suppositional) mo=e often

than the lessftoficient.

While similar structures. are used by all writers, more mature.
writers'use thoseprodLioed by sentence - combining transiormations

more frequently. This includes reducing to words and phrases
what younger writers would write as sentences.

The best indicators of syntactic maturity in native-speaking
school children are average length Of -T-units, clause length,
and number:of,clauses per T-unit.

In recent years, the concept of syntactic maturity has been applied bo

second language learning Thornhill's 1969 dissertation was-one of the
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1.1

earliest studies to center around the hypothesis that second language
4

learning recapitulates first language acquisition and to use the T-unit of

segmentation. Using four adul Spanish speakers stLdvihg Thorr.,lill

1s.de eight weekly taped cc- rsiAiom- He found the: termS'of the

structural patterns- Ofmain-c. -:::an T-unit and incidences

f sentence-combining transforn:ationl :here were maf., parallels with fL.71.-st

language acquisitym.

In 1975 Monroe also condl: 2d a study using the

second lariguage learning deveL:, ant 7histime the :,et language was

French rather than English _ subjects ranged =DM American student

in beginning French-to-Frem:- -.at :Lve speakers . -Dund that in the

first stage subjects used comrdinmtion, in the next e subordination,

and in the advanced stage reduction--nse of ph: ses and words where
a

less mature writers might.uze whole sentences or clauses,, SO for example,

we might go- from: "The boy is five and the boy has red hair"at the begin-

nflig level, to "The boy who has red hair is five" at the intermediate level,'

to "The red-headed boy is five" at the advanced level. Monroe pointed out

that this technique of subordinating seems to be learned very early in

second lAnguage'development, This.iMplies a speeding upof the developmental

.proceS'S we see in fIrst.language learners. A study similar. ta Monroe

conducted by Cooper in 1976 using-American subjects( studying GerMan,:confirmed

Monroe's findings.

.In the most generaf sense-,.findings point toward a process of syntactic

development among second language learners similar to, that among first lan-
.

guage,learners, but with an apparent acceleration of the process. That is,



beginning second language learners, do tend to us$ coordinate constructions,

followed by subordination at the next'stage, andl.afterwards clausal reduction,
t

but development is relatively rapid and the trend clIpracterized.more by

pOks and valleys than by the clear linear tread reported-with first language

9.earners.

Thus far I have disdussed the relationship of adult second language

learning to child language,acluisition, but said almost,abput comparative

discourse; that is, the relationship of a speaker's oral to his/her written

language. A.study I conducted deals specifically with tiiis topic by
5

.examining paired'oral and written discourse of a groilp of 28 adult

native speakers of Arabic studying English,in theUnited States. Method.-

.

ology in the study was based largely on previous research-uiing native

speakers. Subjects in my study watched a.shor* film-containing no.narra-
,

tion. 'After seeing the film, half of the group (randomly chosen) responded

to the film in an oral interview, while the'other half discussed the film

a written composition. Data were analyzed using the T-unit lor segmen-
,.

Aation:. Five indices,of language proficiency wereused to'analyze oral and.

4,
written discourse: 1) mean length of .T- units, 2) percentage of dependeat

.

clauses to T-units:"3) percentage of mazes (false 'Starts, gibberish, and non-
-

meaningbk redundancies) to total. discourse, 4).mean length of error-free

.04

T-units, and 5) percentage of error-free T-units to total T-untts:

Although.the T-unit has limitations, especially in the oral data 'o

non-native speakers whdre the frequency of

1.

mazes sometimes makes a

difficult, certain. aspects. of the analysis'from this study cantbe

with bindings from similar
0

studies using children acquiring their

co. ,

!`)

alysis

compared

mother

- .



Oral compositions were almost twice as long as written-ones,
although oral segments represented only one-fourth the time
allotment of written ones (5 minutes of oral .taping versus .

201minutes of writing). These results are similarto those>
'of other studies which'haire compared oral an' written dis-
course of nativespeakers. .

2) Mates were plentiful in speech,and rare in writing.. This is -

similar to Logan's finding with native - speaking school children.

3) Both mean length of T-unitp and mean length of error=free T-.
t. units were longer in written than in oral discourse.. O'Donnell,

Griffin, and Norris (1967 :81)).report'that in their study with
-native-speaking children, mean length was greater in oral than
in written expression until grade 3 after which theltrend re-
versed'. Loban (1976) reported a similar phenomenon around

. grade 4. Thus the subjects in the present study appear to have
A

9

more in common with the more advanced elementary School pupils.

4) The ratio of adverbial and adjectival clauses to Trunits was
ille4igher in written than

AP
in oral language', expecially in the case

f adjectival constructions, the percentage of whichiMore than
doubledAin written-expression.

these findings suggest that the adult foreign language'learners in this

study, similarly'tonative speakers (after about grade three or Iour):in.

previous.studies,. tend to uspa more elaborative and more strictlyfcontrolled

written than oral style. It is elaborative in the sense that T-units are

longer with a larger percentage of adverb and adjective clauses, and more

strictly controlled in that fewer words are produced
.
in a given time allot-

ment with mazes representing a very small proportion of:these worAs. Still

open to speculation, however, is-the question of how much this is a function

of language training, in the case of the subjects in this study training in

' English in a Western, country which presumably exposed students to a more

elaborative and finely controlledwritten style as Opposed. to a more free

oral style characterized by shorter syntactic' units.

Although the small number of subjects in this study and the probles

inherent in comp.aring studies with (littering methoalogies limit. the
- 4
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conclusions we can draw, this study does offer additional support for the

similarity of first language acquisition and second langu learning. This

comparability seems to exist even when the first and s cond language learn-'.
, ,

ers are separated by age, language and educational experience, andcultural
.

background. Although still specdlativg, this study also opens up the re-

search question of how universal this phenorenon might be.

-What does this imply for the classroom teacher of-language arts or

tr

English as a foreign language? Perhaps that ou' students are loser to one

another"in their language development than we previously assumed, whether

3 or 30, whether.Americankor Arabian, whether from a traditionally.oral or

written culture. Perhaps age is a_less potent fadtor in learning develop-
.

ment than we previously have assumed. This might mean that "stages" rather

than "ages" would be the key word in ideal curriculum planning. Certainly,

this should be taken as a sign fpr optimisin for Language learners of all

ages and their teadhers.

A
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